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It is notified that the Curriculum for the session 2019-20 examinations was uploaded on CBSE’s Website in the month of April, 2019. Design/Blue Print of the Question papers was also given in the Curriculum. Thereafter, during the process of preparation of Sample Question papers, some modifications have been made to prepare our students for future challenges.

It is clarified that the Sample Question Papers for the session 2019-20 were uploaded in the month of September, 2019 by the Board, therefore, the same may not be fully complacent with the Design/Blue Print of the question papers given in the Curriculum. Sample Question Papers includes modifications introduced by the CBSE. It may please be noted that for 2020 Examinations, Sample Question Papers should be taken into consideration and not the Design given in the Curriculum. Hence, students may be guided accordingly.

Design of Sample Question Papers may also be used by the schools for the Pre-Board Examinations to make the students familiar with the changes made by the CBSE so that they feel no stress during Boards Examinations.
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